《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 324 - Skeletons (Part-1)
"Like I said. We can't afford to waste our time here." Mo Jinnan insisted.
"It is very risky and we don't have the necessary equipment. Your brother will kill me
if something happens to you." The first man said.
The arrows had badly injured Mo Jinnan's back and he did not have time to listen to
the first man's lecture.
Moreover, in order to kill him, Mo Jiang should have to be here first but no one knew
when he would wake? So there was no point in his talks.
"Fine." Mo Jinnan uttered a word which the first man sighed a relief, but only for a
fraction of seconds as Mo Jinnan continued. "I can go alone."
"What? You…" The first man was rendered speechless.
"Michael, we need to find her at any cost." Mo Jinnan said stony.
Michael's long frizzy hair cut short. Initially, he used to hide his right eye behind the
glass but now, his right eyelid was stitched shut, making his appearance even more
hideous.
When Markus escaped, Mo Jiang jumped off from the villa with Liu Juan. Michael did
the same thing.
Only three of them were survived the blast. Although Mo Jiang never revealed
Michael's existence to Liu Juan or anyone, Mo Jinnan recently found about him.

Mo Jiang hid Michael in America in order to kill Markus. No one could become the
king of America Underworld Business until Markus was alive.
And to kill him, Mo Jiang hid his few men in America. However, he hadn't expected
that Markus would use Liu Ruolan instead to attack his family.
Michael, like many others, believed that Mo Jiang and Liu Juan had died.

Although Mo Jiang did not rule European Underworld, he was well-known in the
American Underworld. Markus, on the other hand, killed him and his family which
was enough to let the people in American Underworld know that no one could defeat
Markus.
That was why Michael's life in the American Underworld was miserable. Mo Jinnan
had only recently found Michael and informed him that Mo Jiang was in a coma and
that Liu Juan was responsible for this mishap.
Liu Juan had betrayed Michael once so this was nothing new to him. In fact, he had
warned Mo Jiang but Mo Jiang was under Lu Lan's enchantment and he did not hear
out anything.
Now Mo Jinnan was looking for Liu Juan. Of course, Michael would help him because
doing so would result not only in Liu Juan's death but also in Markus's death, and this
time, it would be real.
Sighing Michael said."Well...I only have ropes."
"That is more than sufficient." Mo Jinnan replied.
"Are you sure you are alright? You do not look good." Michael asked as he took out
ropes from his beg which he had been hanging on his back.
"I will be more than alright once I snap her neck." Mo Jinnan deadpanned.
To which Michael sneered at. "You are crueler than your brother. Come on now."
Michael cut the rope into small pieces and tossed one to a nearby tree branch. The rope
circled around it and tied it.
Michael and Mo Jinnan slid from one tree to another. They were fortunate to have a
long rope, which allowed them to cover a large portion of the forest.
Finally, they could see the villa for which they had come here.
"Are you sure this is one?" Mo Jinnan asked as they stood on one of the branches.
"Seems like," Michael replied to which Mo Jinnan shot a glance. In response, Michael
snorted. "You are asking as if I live here."
Mo Jiang ignored him and said. "Let's go."
He jumped off the branch without waiting for his response.

Sighingly helplessly, Michael t followed after him.
Mo Jinnan was proving to him, time to time, that Mo Jinnan was way different from
Mo Jiang.
Mo Jiang was a cautious person but Mo Jinnan was not only cautious but also a
ruthless person and unconcerned about anyone.
If Mo Jiang were like him, he wouldn't have fallen in love with Liu Juan.
"I heard that there is a secret passage which leads inside the villa." Mo Jinnan
whispered as they came to stand in front of the big wall which surrounded the villa.
"Let's look for it then," Michael said. They began looking for any possible clue that
could lead them to the secret passage.
Mo Jinnan looked at Michael who shook his head in dismay.
The dark sky was turning grey and they were still outside. It appeared that they had to
spend the whole day outside the villa to get the chance to enter in the night.
Another day would be wasted. Time was passing like soil in a hand. Only a few days
had left before Si Li would kill Song Tianxin.
Thinking about it, Mo Jinnan could not help but be frustrated."F*ck!" He cursed and
kicked the wall.

A small stone fell from the wall and the wall began to move.
"We found it." Michael burst out laughing.
The passage entrance was covered with spider-wed, but Mo Jinnan's happiness was
million dollars.
Now he would deal with that b*tch!
"Ready?" Mo Jinnan asked.
"More than that." Michael could not wait to kill Liu Juan.
He wanted to kill her long ago but Mo Jiang came in between.

No one knew Liu Ruolan had already killed Liu Juan.
Perhaps, that was why they still hadn't found anything about Liu Juan yet.
They took out their guns and walked inside the passage that led inside the villa.

